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Abstract. This paper introduces FlowVR, a middleware dedicated to
virtual reality applications distributed on clusters or grid environments.
FlowVR supports coupling of heterogeneous parallel codes and is component oriented to favor code reuse. While classical communication paradigms focus on either a synchronous approach (FIFO channels) or an
asynchronous one (sampling), FlowVR enables a large range of intermediate policies to better balance the application performance between
levels of details, latencies and refresh rates.

1 Introduction
Classically, a virtual reality (VR) application features a complex simulation using input and output devices to provide users with a sense of immersion in a
synthetic world [7]. Most of today's VR applications only run on machines with
a reduced number of processors, like visualization clusters or SGI Onyx. They
do not take advantage of the computing power oered by large clusters and grid
environments. One main limitation is the diculty to assemble and distribute
the dierent (potentially parallel) components and to maintain the overall application coherent while guaranteeing a good quality interaction with low latency
and high refresh rates. We dene the coherency as the fact that the information
provided to the user senses at a given moment are related to the same simulated
time.
To improve latency and refresh rates, VR applications can take advantage
of a data exchange model based on sampling. The producer updates data in
a shared buer asynchronously read by the consumer. Some updates may be
lost if the consumer is slower than the producer. While asynchronism leads to
a performance improvement, the application coherency cannot be maintained.
Depending on the context this may be acceptable. It is for example used when
coupling haptic and visualization systems that run at very dierent frequencies
(about 1000 Hz and 60 Hz respectively). Distributed virtual environments [9, 11]
or VR middlewares like OpenMask [2] use such an approach, but parallel code
coupling becomes dicult in this context as no coherency control is oered.
The other approach classically used for parallel programming, parallel code coupling [8, 10], or distributed visualization environments [35], relies on a classical
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FIFO synchronization semantics. It ensures proper application coherency, but it
is dicult to eciently implement a sampling approach.
In this paper, we propose a programming model that eases the implementation of a large range of synchronization policies, from FIFO to sampling. We
present FlowVR [1], a middleware dedicated to VR and supporting coupling of
heterogeneous parallel codes to build large scale applications. FlowVR reuses
and extends the data ow paradigm commonly used for scientic visualization
environments [3, 4]. A VR application is seen as a set of possibly distributed
modules exchanging data. Each module endlessly iterates, consuming and producing data. From the FlowVR point of view, modules are not aware of the
existence of other modules, the FlowVR engine taking care of moving data between producers and consumers. This leads to a simple application programming
interface (API) that eases turning an existing code into a FlowVR module (or
several modules in case of a parallel code). For data exchange between modules,
FlowVR denes an abstract network featuring from simple routing operations
to complex message handling operations. Each message is associated with a list
of stamps, a lightweight data used to route or lter messages. This list can
also be routed separately from its message to special network nodes in charge
of synchronization policies. Besides predened FlowVR stamps, others, like a
time or a 3D bounding box for instance, may be added to extend the network
routing, ltering or synchronization abilities. The FlowVR network enables to
build complex collective communications, a desirable feature for ecient parallel
code coupling. It is also possible to go beyond the classical synchronization barrier, designing synchronizations waiting for the resolution of complex constraints
based on stamps (a data semantically richer than a signal). Dierent FlowVR
networks can be designed without modication of the module codes.

2 The FlowVR Application Model
In this section we introduce the FlowVR application model.

2.1 Running Example
All along this paper, we use a simple yet important example, an interactive VR
application where the user can perturbate a uid ow simulation with its hand.
We distinguish three parts :

 A tracker that gives the user's hand position.
 A physical uid simulation parallelized with MPI. The simulation is based

on a 2D grid split in blocks amongst the dierent MPI processes. MPI communications take place at each iteration to exchange the values of the grid
borders between neighbors. Each process should also receive the hand position, which acts as an obstacle for the uid ow.
 A multi-projector visualization environment. Each projector, driven by its
own PC, displays a tile of the entire scene. The distribution paradigm adopted
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is simple: all PCs run a copy of the visualization application, each one expecting the coordinates of the hand position and a density grid at each
iteration. To ensure a strong coherency of the displayed images, these copies
must receive the same input data at each iteration. Next, each copy computes its tile of the global image based on its own viewing frustum (viewing
angle). All PCs must then display the new image synchronously, either using
a hardware swaplock or a software barrier.
These codes can run independently at very dierent frequencies. The tracker
is certainly the fastest one and the uid simulation the slowest one. A samplingbased data exchange model will let the codes run independently at their highest
frequency, but it may lead to incoherences. For instance, in a given image, the
displayed hand position may not correspond to the one used to compute the
displayed simulation state. On the opposite, a FIFO communication model will
ensure the overall application coherency, but at the price of a lower performance.
All codes will run at the same frequency, synchronized on the slowest one. The
tracker will produce a new data as soon as room is available in the output channel
buer. The latency will increase by the time such data stay unused in this buer,
the time required by the uid simulation to consume all data previously stored
in this buer. FlowVR has been designed to let the user specify these dierent
policies and other intermediate solutions, without requiring any modication of
the codes.

2.2 Modules
We rst introduce the API used to program FlowVR modules. This API is kept
as simple as possible to limit the eort required to convert an existing code into a
FlowVR module. For that purpose we explicitly took advantage of the interactive
nature of VR applications. A FlowVR module is a computation loop periodically
reading input data and producing new results. To improve code reuse, a module
cannot directly address another module. This way there is no explicit dependency
between modules. Their only knowledge of the FlowVR environment is a list of
input and output ports. The module API is based on three main methods:

 The wait denes the transition to a new iteration. It is a blocking call that

ensures each connected input port holds a new message. Input ports not
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connected to any other port will never receive any message. They are deactivated.
 The get function enables a module to retrieve the message available on a
port.
 The put function enables a module to write a message on an output port.
Only one new message can be written per port and iteration. Each output
message is automatically stamped by FlowVR with the current iteration
number.
In our example, we would dene:

 One module for the tracker with one output port (a position data).
 Each MPI process of the uid simulation will dene a module with one input

(a position data) and one output (its block of the uid density grid) (Fig. 1).
To be able to distinguish the dierent blocks, each process stamps its output
messages with the coordinates of its block.
 One module for each visualization process, with two input ports each, one to
retrieve the tracker position and the other one to retrieve the whole density
grid.
Each module has two additional predened ports. The input activation port
is used to lock the module to an external event (xed frequency trigger for the
tracker for instance). The output activation port is used to signal other components that the module has started a new iteration (see section 2.5).

2.3 Connections
Once modules are dened, they are assembled connecting their input and output
ports. The simplest primitive used to build a FlowVR network is a connection.
A connection is a typed FIFO channel with one source and one destination.
Messages in a connection are numbered. Each message is stamped with this
number and the source id.
Let us consider our example. We can build a simple rst application with
one tracker module, one uid simulation module and one visualization module
(Fig. 2). We add one connection from the tracker to the visualization, another
one from the tracker to the simulation and a last one from the simulation to
the visualization. This simple application implements a classical communication
scheme using FIFO channels. The FIFO connections ensure a strong coherency.
At each iteration the visualization module will always retrieve a tracker position
and a density grid corresponding to the same simulated time. Therefore the
resulting application will be synchronized on the slowest module, presumably
the uid simulation. If the tracker module is faster than the simulation module,
there will be a signicant lag between between user interactions and their eects
on the virtual world. Also notice that adding the connections does not require
to modify the code of the modules.
However, having only point to point FIFO connections, it is dicult to loosen
the synchronizations imposed by the FIFO model or to express collective communications.
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2.4 Filters
To extend the capabilities of the FlowVR network we introduce a new component, called lter.
A lter has typed input and output ports and can perform complex operations on messages. Filters have all the freedom to discard, combine or even
generate messages. They are not restricted to receive only one message per port
and per iteration like modules. They have free access to incoming buers. Filters
usually handle messages based on the associated lists of stamps. For instance, a
lter can discard all incoming messages, which 3D bounding box falls outside of
a given volume. Amongst lters, we distinguish the routing nodes as the lters
that only forward all incoming messages on one or several outputs.
Let extend our example by now using four modules for the simulation and
two modules for the visualization (Fig. 3(a)). The tracker messages must be
broadcasted to these modules. For that purpose we introduce in our network
several routing nodes. To broadcast the data to modules we choose to implement
a binary-tree broadcast. The data exchange between simulation and visualization
is more complex as we have to ensure that all visualization modules receive the
whole density grid while each simulation module sends only one fourth of it.
For that purpose we use a lter that combines two blocks of density grids into
a larger one. This example implements a network with non trivial collective
communications. A strong coherency is still ensured as the lter we use here
does not suppress or generate new data (FIFO network).

2.5 Synchronizers
We distinguish a special class of lters, called synchronizers, used to implement
the resolution of non local constraints. A synchronizer works on stamps. Therefore all incoming and outgoing connections only carry message stamps. Generally
a synchronizer activity is triggered by incoming stamps on some selected ports.
As synchronizers do not receive the data part of the messages, their output ports
are generally connected to lters. These lters typically have 2 input ports, one
receiving full messages (the data and its list of stamps) from a module or a
lter, and the other one receiving only stamps from a synchronizer. The lter
processes the incoming full messages according to incoming stamps. For instance,
such a lter can forward to its output only the full messages corresponding to
the incoming stamps, discarding the other messages.
Classical synchronization schemes can often be expressed in term of signal
handling. In this case the synchronizer only uses its inputs as signals. A sampling
scheme is implemented by selecting the last received message each time an activation signal is received from the destination module (request for another input
message). But synchronizers can implement more complex algorithms by taking
advantage of the semantically rich information hold by stamps. For example, in
VR environments some coherency constraints can be expressed in term of spatial
relationships. A strong coherency is required for objects close to the user, while
background or unseen parts of the scene require much less attention. A stamp
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Fig. 3. (a) Fluid simulation with a FIFO network. Modules are represented as round-

shaped squares, routing nodes as circles and lters as diamonds. (b) Fluid simulation
with a coherent sampling network using one synchronizer (a square). Dashed lines
correspond to connections carrying only stamps. The act port corresponds to the output
activation port.

holding a bounding box information can be used to implement such a coherency
policy.
In our example, because the simulation will probably be slower than the
tracker, we introduce a synchronizer to keep pace with the tracker (Fig. 3(b)).
This synchronizer takes as input the stamps from the position messages, and
the stamps from the activation output ports of the uid modules. When all
uid modules request a new data, the synchronizer selects the newest stamp
available and sends it to the lter Fit. This lter only forwards on its output
port the messages having the stamps selected by the synchronizer. A strong
coherency is ensured as the visualization and simulation modules receive the
same position messages. Similar ideas could be applied to implement a coherent
sampling scheme to enable the visualization to run asynchronously from the
simulation. Once again, building this network did not require any modication
of the module codes.

3 Runtime Engine
FlowVR is open source and currently ported on Linux for IA32, IA64 and
Opteron.
The FlowVR runtime engine relies on daemons, one per participating node.
Daemons are in charge of FlowVR networks. They act as brokers and relay
messages between modules. Filters, including synchronizers, are implemented as
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dynamically loaded classes (plugins) within the daemon. Communications local to a node use a shared memory area. Care is taken to avoid unnecessary
data copies and memory allocations by exchanging pointers and reusing allocated buers. The current implementation of inter-node communications relies
on TCP. Networks of heterogeneous nodes are easily exploited, as connections are
dynamically created and each daemon can be launched independently. Several
applications can safely run concurrently using the same daemons.
Each FlowVR application is managed by one special module called a controller, automatically loaded at starting time. The controller rst starts the
application's modules using their own launching command, ssh or mpirun for
instance. Once the modules launched, they register themselves to their local daemon that sends an acknowledgment to the controller. Then, the controller sends
to each daemon the list of plugins to load to implement the FlowVR network.
FlowVR integrates tools to generate the module launching commands and
the list of plugins to load. It uses as input an XML description of the syntax
of the launching command associated with each module code, as well as an
XML description of the FlowVR network with an explicit placement of all components on target nodes. Ongoing work focuses on developing automatic and
semi-automatic FlowVR network generation tools.

3.1 Experimental Results
We implemented the running example porting an existing uid simulation code.
The uid simulation is parallelized with MPI, while the multi-projector visualization is handled by Net Juggler (also based on MPI) [6]. From the FlowVR
point of view, each MPI uid process and each Net Juggler process is seen as
a module. Note that all uid modules (respectively visualization modules) are
synchronized through MPI communication calls FlowVR is not aware of. All
results presented here run a uid simulation based on a 2D 512 × 512 grid. The
visualization modules integrate the uid into a rich virtual environment (See
Fig. 4(d)).
Two versions of the network were tested, a FIFO network (similar to Fig. 3(a)),
and a coherent sampling network enabling the tracker, the uid simulation and
the visualization to run asynchronously. It extends the network presented in
Fig. 3(b) by adding an extra synchronizer between the tracker and the visualization, and another one between the simulation and the visualization (Fig. 4(c)).
Tests were performed on a PC cluster with dual Xeon PCs (2.66 GHz) connected through a Gigabit Ethernet network. Each machine was equipped with a
GeForce FX 5600 graphics card.
The number of visualization and uid modules vary from 1 to 4. Each module
runs on its own PC. For instance when 8 nodes are used, 4 of them execute a
uid module, while each of the 4 other PCs run a visualization module. Each
of these 4 PCs drives a video projector to display the result of its visualization
module (1/4 of the global image).
We measured the refresh rate, i.e. number of iterations per second, for the
visualization and the uid simulation (see Fig. 4(a)). The FIFO networks im-
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Fig. 4. Experimental results with a coherent sampling network and a FIFO network.
pose the same refresh rate for the visualization and the uid modules. For the
coherent sampling network, the visualization and the uid run asynchronously.
It enables the visualization to run signicantly faster than the simulation. The
uid simulation keeps the same performance as in the FIFO case. It shows that
the communications induced by synchronizers do not signicantly aect the performance. As the number of nodes allocated to the uid simulation increases,
the uid performance increases too. For the sampling approach this decreases
the refresh rate of the visualization modules as they must upload to the graphics
card new data from the uid modules more frequently.
We also measured the overall latency, i.e. the time lag between the time a
new tracker position is available and the end of the iteration of the visualization
modules using this tracker position (see Fig. 4(b)). Allocating more nodes to the
simulation also improves latency. Sampling leads to a better latency than FIFO,
because sampling uses the more recent data available while FIFO uses the older
one. Note that the FIFO was executed with intermediate buers of size 2.
The synchronizers used for the sampling approach can be extended to enable
a ner control over dependencies between modules. For instance, the synchro-
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nizer between the uid modules and the visualization modules could take into
account a user position data to know for each visualization module if the uid
is visible or not. If not, it could block the transmission of uid grid to the visualization module, to let the visualization and network resources fully available
for objects that are in the user eld of view.

4 Conclusion
We introduced FlowVR, a middleware dedicated to distributed interactive applications. FlowVR distinguishes two main parts in an application, the modules
and the network. Modules are endless loops reading and writing data on input
and output ports. Modules are assembled in a network with advanced features
for message handling. It enables parallel code coupling and the design of complex communication and synchronization schemes. First experiences show that
FlowVR eases the development and deployment of interactive distributed applications, while leading to high performance executions.
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